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Abstract: Key to quality healthcare services depends on effective communication between patients and medical practitioners. Misunderstanding in healthcare decisions along with lack of patient knowledge, compliance, negative health outcome, dissatisfaction and increase risk of malpractice results from faulty communication among doctors and patients. Quality service delivery has different aspects for doctors, nurses and patients. However the communication aspect faces challenges of effective implementation and lot needs to be done to improve communication skills and thus strengthening interpersonal relations between the two. Towards this, the present survey study was carried to assess the experiences and challenges perceived by 238 patients and 20 doctors in effective communication. This study reveals: (i) Patients found it easy to communicate with doctors regarding their treatment getting satisfactory health information from them; (ii) good participation of patients in health decision making; (iii) mainly socio economic backward sections of the community fail to communicate freely; (iv) major reasons found for ineffective communication includes crowded and noisy work environment, lack of privacy, decreased consultation time, high inflow of patients, lack of health education, lack of staff and lack of support from hospital; (v) health awareness increases with increase in level of education.
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1. Introduction

As per Oxford English Dictionary\(^1\), the word Communication comes from the Latin Word “communicare” which means mutual interchange and “communico” means to share. It is an interactive process between two people whereby one person is able to express what he/she means in a clear and unambiguous way and the other person is able to understand the meaning of the message fully, properly and effectively. The process of communication is a full cycle of event from sender to the receiver and back to the sender.

1.1 Role of Communication in Delivery of Quality Healthcare Services

Communication takes an important role especially in healthcare delivery as the lives of patients are at stake\(^2\). It provides the primary means for the diagnosis and treatment of disease by exchange of information regarding history and other medical conditions, the management of illness and the prevention of many health problems\(^3\) despite of sophisticated latest technologies. Diagnosis is far easier and accurate with clear, concise interaction with doctors which may reduce uncertainty, alleviate concerns and improve health\(^4\), better outcomes, lower costs of care, greater patient understanding of health issues\(^5\), high adherence and compliance to therapeutic regimens in patients\(^6,7\), higher patient and clinician satisfaction\(^8,9,10\), decrease in malpractice risk\(^11\), health seeking behavior\(^12\). Doctors with better communication and interpersonal skills are able to detect problems earlier, can prevent medical crises and expensive intervention, and provide better support to their patients.

Quality medical care depends on interaction between patient & physician. Patient who liked physician’s communication skills were more satisfied with medical care they received than were those patients who dislike physician communication. Patient who perceived that physician understood their concerns were also more satisfied with their treatment\(^13\). Majority of complaints were regarding poor communication rather than incompetence. Patients might misunderstand medical terminology and healthcare concepts\(^14\) which might result in poor health outcomes. The experiences of patients often reveal how well a hospital system is operating and can stimulate important insights into the kinds of changes that are needed to close the chasm between the care provided and the care that should be provided\(^10\).

2. Review of Literature

2.1 Determinants of good Doctor Patient relationship on basis of Communication.

a) Gender: Women patients of low income and status were described as “shy”, “hesitant” with “limited knowledge in health care seeking matters” and often “not following their doctor’s prescription mainly because of a need to double-check with their husband, family and neighbors” and men in comparison were described as “daring and open”, “willing to follow directions and prescriptions and, being the primary breadwinners, also to have more access to money & decision-making power of their own, independent of the rest of the family.”\(^11,12\)

b) Role of doctor: Simple choices in words, information depth, speech patterns, body position, and facial expression can greatly affect the quality of one-to-one communication between the patient and physician\(^13\).

c) Role of patient: The patients who asked more questions expressed more concern and were more anxious, received more information than the ones asking fewer questions, expressing fewer concerns and showing less anxiety\(^14\). Information seeking behavior of patients was more directly associated with situational variables (interaction
2.2 Benefits of Good Communication between doctors and patients.

a) Improved Patient satisfaction is noticed. Patient is more satisfied if a doctor doesn’t simply treat him as a patient but more than a human being.

b) Positive influence on the emotional health, symptom resolution, functional and physiologic status and pain control of patient.

c) Reduced risk of malpractice accusations: The complaints from these patients included “a feeling of being rushed”, “being neglected” and a lack of explanations for tests performed.

2.3 Tools of Doctor-Patient Communication

2.3 (a) Calgary-Cambridge Observation Guide: It is the one of the most prominent guides for improving communication by medical students, interns and doctors with patients. It is a practical teaching tool that delineates and structures the skills which aids doctor patient communication. The structure in CC guide reflects the tasks that are undertaken in any medical interview: initiating interview, taking and giving information, relationship building, explanation and planning and closing the interview.

2.3 (b) Four Model of Healthcare by Ferlie and Shortell (2001) evaluates the 4 components of doctor-patient communication in healthcare delivery system namely Patients; Frontline Healthcare Team & Family Members; Organization Resources & Infrastructure and Work environment. Various styles of communication in Healthcare organization are listed in Table 1.

2.4 Problems in Doctor Patient Communication

Inefficient or unsuccessful physician-patient relationship, cultural and structural barriers, medical beliefs, poor access to healthcare services, lack of information or Incorrect Information, lack of care and readiness to meet patients’ needs and expectations and a lack of respect and involvement, interruptions (On an average, patients are interrupted 18 seconds after having started speaking and that only 23% completed their statements without interruption by the doctor), shortage of supervisory support and time, lack of self-confidence, perceptual barriers, emotional barriers, cultural barriers and physical barriers are other barriers to name.

3. Research Design and Methodology

The present study is a survey done on 20 doctors and 238 randomly selected patients of different age groups, education level and occupations visiting Fortis Escorts Hospital, Amritsar, Punjab. It focused to determine the status of communication between the doctors and patients in delivery of health care; to study the effect of demographic variables, organizational structure and support by the organization on developing effective doctor patient communication and relationship and to study contributing factors for effective doctor patient relationship through effective communication.

3.1 Research Design

Patients were questioned through a set of 19 questions and doctors, physicians and medical officers were questioned through a set of 15 question survey form. Patients were assessed through age, gender, occupation and education. Doctors are examined through their work load, skills and rapport building. Lastly hospital is assessed through rules and regulations and procedures, medical equipments, work environment and supporting staff. The data obtained was used to assess and measure specific initiatives towards patient-centered care and resultant increase in patient trust, reliability and positive word of mouth.

3.2 Methodology

Interaction was done with patients and doctors explaining them the purpose of study and obtaining consent. Sample was reassured of anonymity and voluntary participation to obtain honest views. The data was collected through a well structured close ended questionnaire database which was tabulated and analyzed with the help of simple statistical tools like computation of percentage using Nominal Scale to reach the assessment results.

3.3 Inclusion Criteria

- Patients visiting hospital OPD for minimum 2nd time or admitted in IPD for more than 2 days.
- Patient above 15 years of age
- Patient’s physical, mental and emotional health should be ethically justifiable to participate.

3.4 Exclusion Criteria

- Patients visiting hospital OPD for the first time or admitted in IPD first time & less than 2 days.
- Intern doctors are excluded from the study.
- Patients under 15 years of age or physically and mentally unfit to participate in the survey (ICU or severe illness).

4. Results and Discussions

As we know that communication is a two-way process and in healthcare setup it involves both doctors and patients, hence an effort was made to assess both the purviews through this survey. Results were found to be almost consistent with regard to age, gender and occupation of patients except education where differences were seen.

4.1 Patient’s Perspective

4.1(a) Demographic characteristics of sample population: Major chunk of sample constituted males (56.72%) and rest 43.28% were female patients out of which majority patients were from age group 41 years or above (44.53%). Majority patients were housewives (30.67%), uneducated.
farm workers (16.38%) wherein education, access, language and infrastructure barriers play an important role in hindering the relay of effective health information communication. Almost half of the sample patients (50.42%) had qualification less than graduation. 12.18% sample was core illiterate. Sample distribution on the basis of gender, age, occupation and education are shown in Figure 1-4. The language, majority sample was comfortable while communicating was local language (Punjabi- 82.35%). Hence the sample chosen was appropriate as to assess the communication skills of highly educated healthcare workers in the betterment of uneducated or ignorant community members.

4.1 (b) Assessment of Communication Level

Good quality of healthcare communication was found. 95.37% patients found it easy to communicate with doctors regarding their treatment. 79.41% patients affirmed positively that doctors told them about the treatment clearly which they understood well.

51.26% patients responded positively that they voluntarily demand clarification and further information about consequences of their illness and treatment process in case of any doubts. Still almost remaining half sample (48.73%) denied the same which clearly shows that there is a lack of patient’s initiatives too on information seeking behavior.

There was a significant chunk of patients (39.07%) who claimed that they did not get appropriate consultation time with the treating doctors when they wanted to communicate with them regarding treatment or other doubts which they had to clarify in hassle. Still 74.78% patients stated that whatever consultation time they get, they are satisfied with the quality of health and treatment information provided. Importantly when patients were asked if the treating doctor listens perseveringly to them, to that 87.81% affirmed positively.

On assessing the patient contribution towards effective communication, it was found that 74.36% of patients did not hesitate in communicating with the doctors which a positive scenario in healthcare decision making. The rest 25.63% patients that hesitated told that language barrier, economic barrier and status difference made them timid when communicating with doctor.

Another fact that complimented the communicating skills of doctors revealed was that 97.47% patients understood what doctors say about diagnosis and treatment that means doctors are able to communicate to them in a language they can understand irrelevant of their educational status which is very important to infuse patient’s confidence in him building strong rapport and relationship of the duo.

A strikingly contrast revelation was also made through the present study regarding the type of information being given to the patients. 52.52% patients confirmed that doctors did not communicate to them, about the possible consequences in case of serious illness. Last but not the least, when patients were assessed if they were satisfied with the patient care they are receiving on the basis of parameters used in our study as consultation time, easy and appropriate communication and ability of doctors to make the whole process understand, to that, 89.07% confirmed on the positive note.

4.2 Doctor’s perspective

20 doctors (11 male and 9 female) from different work areas as shown in Figure 5 took part in survey. 100% doctors consider that lack of health education among masses is a primary barrier to effective communication with patients. 67% doctors confirmed that patients participate proactively nowadays in obtaining information regarding their illness and 70% accept the fact that patients themselves take initiative in obtaining information regarding their illness, unlike accepting their word as final.

Only 20% doctors think that socioeconomic status also acts as a barrier in communication. Doctors were questioned about their plan of action when they found that patients didn’t comply with their treatment instructions. 95% doctors replied that they convince the patient to comply with the treatment instructions properly whereas only 5% stated that they have no choice else to go along with the patient’s choice but in an altered way (Table.2).

90% doctors confessed that they didn’t disclose the patient about his/her serious condition or risk involved in the treatment. Most of the doctors stated that geriatric patients are the most difficult and reluctant age group to communicate with (Table.3). 100% doctors recognize this fact that effective communication can actually lead to better service delivery and in turn better health outcomes and patient satisfaction related to that. 35% doctors confessed that the hospital environment has some limitations in effective delivery of healthcare services with regards to the above parameters. 67% doctors recognize the work environment being the main culprit for disrupting effective communication.
5. Conclusion

This study assesses the status of doctor patient communication in respect of the patient-centered care provided by Fortis Escorts Super-Specialty Hospital, Amritsar, Punjab. A positive correlation between education and health awareness was deduced. As we know that communication is a two-way process and in healthcare setup involves both doctors and patients, an effort was made to assess the same through this survey. It was found that patients do seek health information proactively now days, except for some sections of society with poor socioeconomic status or illiteracy or lack of knowledge or inferiority complex. In these sections, doctors take the lead in decision-making with minimum patient participation as they consider doctor’s word as ultimate decision and tend to avoid asking them any queries, no matter how much doubt they may be in. On doctor’s side, almost whole of information is tried to be provided to patients except for any life threatening disease or risk involved in treatment. This is hidden from patient involved to prevent marring of patient confidence and healing attitude and is conveyed to attendants or closest relative seeing circumstances. Hiding the possible complications and consequences of disease and treatment is the major complaint of patients. Doctors were found to impart proper consultation time, quality information in understandable language, proper attention, etc which improve doctor-patient relationship. Major reasons reported by doctors barring them from having effective communication with patients include the crowded environment, lack of privacy, less consultation time- number of patient’s ratio, lack of health education and lack of staff. Noise, patient overflow, lack of time and privacy, low literacy and lack of support from hospital makes doctors focus more on biomedical, diagnostic and therapeutic part rather than building positive relations making them more paternalistic in nature.

6. Future Scope

This study can be further carried out comparing results obtained from both public and private hospitals and that too from different regions. Furthermore, crevices and loopholes in communication can be exactly figured out if the real conversations between the two parties are recorded, heard and reproduced for training purposes if deemed necessary.
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